
Used Case : 

BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

Application 

With evolving customer needs, increased regulatory scrutiny, and a need for new skills shaping the
banking landscape, agility to adapt is critical. . TipTop Solutions assist the financial service providers
in building a trusted and innovative system for bank and financial institutions, e-payment,
microfinance and so on. It helps in Smart Banking, the application contains

�Our FACEID and QR code provide a most 

secured Identification and authentication solution with touch 

less technology.

�Most secured and Accurate authentication method to check 

customer status with our Face id’s and QR code

�Bank employee identification

�Biometric solutions for bans, cash delivery vehicles, Entrance 

system,

�Staff Log in system with Face id and NFC

�Depositor withdrawals by Face id and QR code, so no more 

passwords . this reduces the risk of stealing password for cash

�sensitive transactions Alerts

�Data protection by use of multi-modal biometric 

authentication.

�Our Thermal cameras ,mask detection technology and 

vaccine check can be used for access control for COVID 

compliance

You Focus on giving better service to your guests, we shall care for the rest 

compliance

�All in One Kiosks

�Employee Payroll and Benefits

Here is how we bring the Smart Banking and 
Financial services

AHALTS products accurate checks customer status

As an accurate authentication method, our products can match the account with the owner more securely. 

This authentication method can effectively prevent common fraud, phishing and other fraudulent acts, and 

provide a secure online self-service trading environment.

Bank employee identification

FACEID and Geo Fencing authentication can be done by internal staff authorization management to prevent 

insider fraud, or even through the background of staff operations tracking and recording. This approach can 

improve the efficiency of the staff and the implementation of the accountability system more thoroughly.

Protects data

The use of multi-modal biometric authentication can effectively prevent confidential data from being 

compromised and eliminate fraudulent use of stolen data to access customer accounts and other violations.. 

As biometrics become more mature, as a unique way of identification, biometrics is rapidly gaining access to 

financial institutions such as banks. Customers are the most important assets of banks, banks and other 

financial institutions should provide a safe trading environment to enhance the customer's trust, AHALTS can 

reduce the behavior of fraud and enhance the security of the transaction.
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Here is how we bring the Smart Banking and Financial services

People Profile SCAN using Face recognition know your guest status and profile and 
provide them personalized services proactively 
AHALTS Face recognition solution can auto scan any entering person into the bank and send 
notification alert to the respective teams for VIP customer of old people for better experience and 
service . At present, Financial institutions break the traditional business models, Release a variety of 
business models such as online banking business, mobile banking business and safe business. In 
this multi-service mode, Confirm the identity of the customer to ensure the information security in 
transaction process, it's very important to identify the customers.

Multifactor Authentication
AHALTS Biometrics provide a Multi authentication services to ensure optimum security
Our Thermal cameras ,mask detection technology and vaccine check can be used for access control 
for COVID compliance making the whole environment secure

Cash Withdrawals
Since the covid has created a risk of cash handling and cash withdrawals verification of 
bearer AHALTS app can be used for authenticating the person through real time intimation to the 
account holder for the bearer check and the cash box will open if the owner will verify this on his app 
real time this will make the cash delivery process touch less and secured
The biometric identification solution of AHALTS includes FACEID, fingerprint, iris, finger vein and so 
on, By uniqueness, safety and stability of life characteristics to verify the identity and ensure the on, By uniqueness, safety and stability of life characteristics to verify the identity and ensure the 
safety of funds.
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System Features
Using biometric identification technology to authorize, To achieve security and uniqueness;
Using biometric identification technology for remote authorization, To avoid the counter staff and 
authorized person collusion crime;
Using permission o set the function of business operations time limit, To avoid the operator break 
customer information based on long time operation.

Thermal Scanning
AHALTS thermal cameras can be used for mass monitoring the heavy people movement loads these 
thermal cameras can monitor up to 10000 people per hour also our hand held thermal cameras can 
scan temperature from a safe distance prescribed for social distancing ensuring scanning staff 
security .


